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ABOUT OUR COURSE
Studying Fashion and Textile design at NM TAFE offers our students a unique experience.  Situated 
in the heart of the Cultural precinct in Northbridge, students benefit from Perth’s vibrant city scape 
that is right on our doorstep. The fashion department is part of a well established Art and Design 
School and students are able to participate in collaborations across various learning areas.

At NM TAFE partnerships with industry are valued and maintained to ensure that the fashion 
course remains current. A career in fashion design is rewarding and challenging and offers diverse 
employment opportunities. Textile design, fashion design, illustration, trend forecasting and styling 
are just some of the possible occupations for students. Alternatively, many graduates choose to 
pursue internships with designers overseas, some embark on further study and some start their own 
fashion brands.

Our unique course is the only one in Western Australia that integrates both textile and garment 
design in the one qualification. Studios are exciting and creative spaces where skills are learnt and 
practised. Original design interpretations, lateral thinking and extensive research are encouraged.  
Students learn an impressive skill set to prepare them for work in industry. Classes include garment 
design, digital design, garment construction, illustration, pattern cutting and textiles.

We offer several qualifications including a 6 month Certificate III in Design, a two year Diploma and 
an Advanced Diploma in Applied Fashion Design and Merchandising. We also offer a Certificate II for 
secondary school students and an ESL Employment Programme for new migrants.

 

THE CLASS OF 2021
The 2021 Fashion and Textile Design Graduates are an impressive cohort of students; creative, 
tenacious and dynamic, their debut collections embody a new kind of optimism as they respond 
intuitively to our rapidly changing world. Their work explores diverse themes through research, 
experimental textile applications and creative pattern cutting, resulting in unique and creative 
garment shapes and fabric surfaces. As new designers, they feel invested in working with alternative 
ways of garment production; more sustainable, more collaborative and more local. From form to 
fabric design, the collections of the 2021 Graduates represent the excitement of a rapidly changing  
design environment.

@nmtfashionandtextiles

https://www.northmetrotafe.wa.edu.au/fashion-and-textile-design
https://www.instagram.com/nmtfashionandtextiles
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AMI AZMAN



2021 Graduating student Ami Azman often finds herself looking to the natural world for 
creative inspiration. Her graduate collection captures an ongoing fascination with the 
relationship between flora and fauna; an imaginative space where the two intertwine 
and merge together, creating new inseparable natural forms.

The initial spark for Ami’s collection was the 2018 science fiction film Annihilation, 
directed by Alex Garland and based on the 2014 novel of the same name by Jeff 
VanderMeer. The story follows a group of explorers who enter a mysterious quarantined 
zone of mutating plants and animals. The film addresses depression, grief, and the 
human inclination for self-destruction. Ami is drawn to the unique beauty of flowers and 
explores these themes by examining the impact flowers can have on our lives; they 
are both their fragile and strong, are used as representations of both life and death, 
happiness and sadness.

Ami started her design process by working collaboratively with local florist @studio.
rexx . Focussing on hand drawing and digitising photographic floral forms, she found 
inspiration for both garment silhouette and fabric design.

Ami transforms denim, silk, cotton voile, traditional suiting and power mesh with all over 
delicate hand drawn digital and screen print. Scale and texture are used to contrast 
different floral surfaces, along with tailored construction techniques that build layered 
garments representational of floral structures.

After graduating, Ami would like to continue collaborating with other creatives and 
develop another collection. She would also like to work overseas in the fashion 
industry, particularly in the fields of digital textile design, garment design and creative  
pattern cutting.

FLORA MEETS FAUNA

@amiazman

https://www.instagram.com/amiazman/
https://amiiazman.wixsite.com/portfolio/flora-meets-fauna


SHELBY BAKER



The femme fatale stereotype is well known in cinematic history; she is defined by 
her sex appeal and mystery, she is dangerous, merciless and refuses to conform to 
society’s rules. In every iteration of the femme fatale character over the years, her 
fundamental motivation is that she’s out for herself. This body of work by Shelby Baker 
explores the characteristics of the femme fatale and examines how this complex and 
evolving representation of women is characterised in popular film culture.

This collection is for the everyday femme fatale; a powerful female protagonist, 
controlling her own world, a fearless role model, wearing clothing that is empowering, 
luxurious, sexy and a little bit dangerous. Sharp silhouettes, lingerie worn as outer 
wear, cut outs that reveal the body and elements of fetish wear all feature in Shelby’s 
collection.

Shelby begins her design process with research, analysing both historical and 
contemporary sources, as well as collecting images and constructing a mood board. 
For this collection she has also looked at the work of other designers such Thierry 
Mugler, Anothony Vacarello and Nensi Dojaka. She sketches her ideas and then 
drapes the garment shapes directly on to the mannequin to achieve unique silhouettes.

Contrasting materials and textures convey the complexities of Shelby’s femme fatale. 
Shiny vegan leather, stretch lace, vegan fur, cashmere wool and a luxurious silk crepe 
de chine with custom digital print all feature in this collection. Shelby’s acute attention 
to detail is demonstrated through her high level construction techniques and her expert 
handling of challenging fabric combinations.

In the future, Shelby would like to gain more experience in the fashion industry and 
plans to move to London or Europe to find work in the fields of fashion or textile design.

ULTERIOR MOTIVES

@shelbybakerdesigns

https://www.instagram.com/shelbybakerdesigns
https://shelbybaker0506.wixsite.com/my-site-3


NOVA BALL



Nova’s collection focuses on the final phases of human life. She examines the practice 
of embalming and the body’s transition from decomposition through to complete 
deterioration. Through her work, Nova examines the dualities of life and death, beauty 
and ugliness, fear and acceptance.

One of the focus points for Nova’s collection is the ritual of embalming, a practice that 
has extensive histories in most cultures, both theological and medical.

Undertaking extensive research for this collection, Nova examined the photography 
of Andres Serrano; best known for his fearless photographs of controversial subjects. 
She looked in particular at his 1992 series, The Morgue.

Nova is inspired by the design work of Elsa Schiaparelli for her surreal and thought 
provoking silhouettes, and Alexander McQueen, for his translation of dark, gothic and 
macabre themes into fashion garments. She begins her design process with thorough 
research, followed by sketching and pattern making. She then uses the process of 
draping on the mannequin to resolve the garment silhouettes.

This body of work shows a combination of materials, both natural and synthetic, such 
as silk, wool, cotton, jersey, linen and suiting. The textile prints in this collection, both 
digital and screen, focus on the medical aspects of embalming, and depict cross 
sections of cells enlarged under a microscope. Nova has also used devoré, a textile 
burnout technique to create cell like shapes within the fabric.

In the future, Nova would like to work with a brand here in Perth to gain some 
experience in the fashion industry, and then start a collaborative brand, beginning with 
the production of small capsule collections.

PERISH & PRESERVE

@_nova.paris_

https://www.instagram.com/_nova.paris_
https://novaparisball.wixsite.com/portfolio/perishandpreserve


DEB  BENEDICT



This collection of work by Deb Benedict fuses two contrasting topics, the Tudors of 
England and contemporary tech wear, into a rich and multifaceted concept. The Tudor 
period, occurring between 1485 and 1603 in England and Wales, is known as one of 
the most prosperous periods in England’s history. It includes the reign of Henry VII 
and the Elizabethan era. The deluxe, layered garments with voluminous silhouettes 
worn by Tudor royalty were the beginnings of Deb’s research journey. Layers of opulent 
embellished fabric, delicate cottons and silks, luxurious velvets, ruffs and pleats are all 
synonymous with Tudor era garments.

Deb merges this with elements of Techwear, a category of clothing known for its high 
performance fabrics, functionality and technical detailing. She has looked in particular 
at the cult German brand Acronym, known for their monochromatic colour palettes and 
their expert fusion of contemporary silhouettes with innovative technology.

Deb b gins her design process with extensive research and then moves straight to the 
mannequin, using draping to recut voluminous sleeves and intricate bodices inspired 
by her historical research. She also analyses the construction techniques seen in 
Tudor garments and applies them to her own work, testing and sampling extensively to 
achieve contemporary translations of these traditional methods.

Deb has used diverse materials for this body of work, including waterproof polyester 
technical fabrics combined with velvet, silk georgette, waxed cotton and nylon. She has 
also developed screen printed fabric, taking elements from Tudor architecture, such as 
the chevron patterns featured in the iconic half-timbered buildings from the Tudor era.

In the future, Deb would like to gain more experience in the fashion industry by working 
for a brand locally or overseas.

DELPHI

@delphiaustralia

https://delphi-australia.com/graduate-collection
https://www.instagram.com/delphiaustralia/


MEG CHARNAUD



Meg’s graduate collection examines The Chakras, a complex and ancient energy 
system originating in the early traditions of Hinduism. Her work builds on ideas from 
her existing swimwear brand, XCHARNAUD, which focuses on a holistic approach to 
womenswear integrating lifestyle and a deeper connection to metaphysical health and 
wellbeing.

Meg’s work centers on the harmony that exists between the physical body, mind and 
spirit. She looks at the seven main Chakras that run along the spine, known as the 
energy centers of the body.

Each Chakra has a corresponding name and colour, for example the Root Chakra 
is red and is known to have a feminine energy; its role is to keep us grounded and 
connected with the energy of the earth. Each of Meg’s looks in the collection represents 
a response to the seven Chakras, with the final eighth body representing darkness and 
the absence of energy.

To begin her design process, Meg looks at imagery from nature and then visualises 
the emotional associations that arise from this process. This is documented with 
spontaneous drawings and sketches which ultimately become ideas for garments and 
fabrics. These drawn concepts are then transferred to the mannequin and developed 
further with draping. Meg also uses fabric surfaces and textures as a source of inspiration 
for garment shapes. She explores textile manipulations and treatments such as free 
hand embroidery, shirring and smocking to create sculptural forms.

In the future, Meg would like to take elements of this collection 
and develop them into a new body of work for her own brand. She 
would also like to pursue employment opportunities in the fashion  
industry overseas.

XSENSE

@nowyouknow______

https://www.instagram.com/nowyouknow______
https://www.mcharnaudportfolio.com/


EMMA DALEY



Emma’s collection expresses the natural wonder of the sky and depicts a sense of 
dreaming, wondering and imagining.

To communicate this ephemeral theme, Emma has drawn on several sources of 
research such as THE WONDERS OF THE HEAVENS, the 1837 astronomy book by 
Bradford Duncan, containing illustrated maps and engravings of the moon, clouds, sun 
and stars. Emma interprets this with whimsical, hand drawn line work digitally printed 
onto satin; expertly combining gentle artisan techniques with new technology.

Another source of Emma’s inspiration comes from a treasured childhood memory of 
looking up and seeing SKY FOX, her grandfather’s bright red Ultralight Aeroplane. 
Clouds, parachutes and the pursuit of adventure are directly communicated in this 
collection with the use of voluminous garment shapes, combined with thoughtful, 
structured tailoring.

Emma has also undertaken a careful study of the West Australian sky, capturing 
photographic images of the subtle and dramatic changes in our sky scape as the day 
progresses. These vibrant images can be seen in multi layered prints, meticulously 
screen printed onto crisp cotton and silk dupion.

Emma’s design process is equally driven by the process of draping and the use of 
diverse and specialised fabrics. Through colour and texture, Emma’s collection 
communicates an emotional response to different times of the day; a sunny morning 
is poplin- crisp and bright; an overcast sky is satin and digitally printed tulle- soft and 
subdued; a cloud full of water is a weighty crepe de chine, heavy and dense.

In the future Emma would like to start a women’s wear label that focus on slow fashion 
and timeless individual pieces. She would like to start a business specialising in screen 
printing.

SKY FOX

@emmadaleydesigns

https://www.instagram.com/emmadaleydesigns
https://esdaley94.wixsite.com/portfolio


ABBIE FARMER



This collection by Abbie Farmer explores perceptions of freedom, hope and optimism 
in the Post Pandemic world. Her work responds to this global crisis by perceiving it 
as an opportunity for reinvention and renewal and a chance to explore the process of 
adaption through garments. Abbie compares the current shifts in social and structural 
ideologies with those experienced in the 1960s; a profound, common understanding 
that the world has changed forever.

Abbie creates adaptive garments in the form of multi-functional layers that protect the 
wearer as well as offer comfort, allowing versatile transitions from work to home. She 
also observes the harsh realities and restrictions of the post pandemic world; PPE, 
checking in, sanitising and wearing masks. She conveys this with the use of tailored 
garment shapes and structured fabrics. In contrast, soft, light weight fabrications that 
reveal the body communicate a gentle appreciation of the present, a changed, calmer, 
kinder and more inclusive world.

Abbie begins her design process with extensive research, she then moves directly 
to draping on the mannequin to achieve unique three dimensional silhouettes. 
Tailoring techniques are also applied to this process as a way of building controlled  
sculptural forms.

Abbie uses diverse materials in her work, including traditional suiting, silk cotton 
and jersey, with the addition of fabric manipulation such as pleating. Abbie has also 
developed custom screen and digital prints featuring QR codes that reference the now 
familiar ‘checking in’ system.

In the future Abbie would like to complete a Bachelor degree in Design at university. 
She would also like to find work in the industry at one of Europe’s leading  
fashion brands.

TURN OF THE 21ST CENTURY

@abbiefarmerr

https://www.instagram.com/abbiefarmerr
https://abbiebfarmer.wixsite.com/my-site-3/turn-of-the-21st-century


CONNOR FIELDER



This body of work by Connor Fielder combines Minimalism and Modernism, with a focus 
on architecture and the interpretation of form through the creative discipline of draping. 
Connor began the research journey for this collection with a study of the work of Dutch 
architect Ben van Berkel; founder and principal architect of UNStudio, a progressive 
architectural firm established in Amsterdam in 1998. Connor is drawn to Van Berkel’s 
use of three dimensional shape and the process of integrating curved structures and 
negative space. This is particularly evident in UNStudio’s Mercedes-Benz Museum 
in Stuttgart, Germany; a double helix structure that descends and spirals around a 
central atrium. Connor applies this methodology to the body, draping directly onto the 
mannequin to create shapes that disregard conventional garment seams.

Connor’s design process begins with research and shape experimentation, he then 
drapes with fabric onto the mannequin. He also sketches his ideas, working between 
the draping process and documentation to build purposeful, wearable garment shapes. 
Connor uses tailored construction techniques to communicate the architectural forms 
found in his research.

A variety of materials are featured in this collection with an emphasis on natural fabrics, 
such as linen and cotton. He combines different weights and textures to enable the 
creation of structured shapes which can be contrasted with softer silhouettes. Connor 
has also developed custom screen prints featuring the geometric shapes found in 
segments of architectural structures.

In the future, Connor would like to do further study in the area of garment tailoring, 
as well as gain experience overseas in the fashion industry before starting his own 
fashion brand.

SILENT ELEGANCE

@connor_designs_

https://www.instagram.com/connor_designs_/
https://connorfielder.wixsite.com/fashion/silent-elegance


JENNA GALLON



This collection by Jenna Gallon finds parallels between the story of Narcissus from 
Greek Mythology and the influence of social media on our self-worth. Jenna explores 
the process of constructing illusory worlds through social media; the creation of ‘better’ 
versions ourselves and the consequences of trusting what is reflected back at us. 
Jenna draws on her own experiences with the dark side of social media and connects 
this idea to the story of Narcissus, the boy who fell in love with his own reflection.

To begin her research for this complex topic, Jenna focused on the 1980s, an era 
that introduced a variety technological changes into our everyday lives, including the 
beginning of the internet. She communicates this idea with garment silhouettes that 
express elements of classic eighties power dressing. Another source of inspiration 
for Jenna is the music of English singer/ songwriter Clarence Clarity. In particular, 
Jenna analysed the 2014 song OFF MY GRID and applied the themes of drowning 
and sinking to her work.

Jenna’s design process involves drawing garment ideas and draping onto the 
mannequin, as well as integrating more conventional methodologies from two 
dimensional pattern cutting. Jenna combines a variety of materials for this collection, 
including eighties office workwear fabrics, such as wool suiting and crisp cottons, along 
with synthetic fabrics to illustrate the pervasiveness of social media in our lives. Jenna 
has developed custom fabrics inspired by NARCISSUS, the 1597 painting by Italian 
Baroque master Caravaggio. She also fuses digital and screen printing techniques to 
achieve the appearance 3D glitch effects and rippled water reflections.

In the future, Jenna would like to travel and experience the working in the fashion 
industry overseas before starting her own brand.

WEEP FOR NARCISSUS

@j__fashion___

https://www.instagram.com/j__fashion___
https://jenrosegallon.wixsite.com/jfashion


KEIRA GENTLE



This collection by Keira Gentle explores the psyche of Sarah Winchester, owner of 
the famous Winchester House located in San Jose California. The house is viewed as 
a manifestation of Sarah’s feelings of guilt and delirium as a result of her husband’s 
invention, The Winchester rifle.

As atonement for all the people killed by the rifle, Sarah had room after room added 
to her house; creating resting places for all the ghosts that haunted her. Over thirty 
eight years, the property evolved into a myriad of unusable rooms until Sarah’s death 
in September 1922.

Keira found herself captivated by this story and began considering themes of grief, love 
and assumed perceptions of female insanity. With this collection, Keira investigates the 
dark side of love, connecting it with the claustrophobic and suffocating environment 
of the Winchester house; twists and turns, dead end staircases and tiny windows and 
doors that evoke feelings of oppression and restriction.

Keira begins the design process by creating a story board of images that relate to her 
research. Victorian architecture and colours and textures that evoke the atmosphere of 
the Winchester House are the starting point for exploring garment shapes and fabric 
ideas. She then sketches her ideas and begins to drape onto the mannequin, creating 
complex, layered shapes that suggest the elaborate spaces found in Sarah’s house.

Delicate silks, fine cottons, wool and soft tulle all feature in Keira’s collection. She 
has also created bespoke buttons for each of her garments, as well as developing 
sophisticated textile applications such as luxurious screen and digital prints, flocking 
and pleating.

In the future, Keira would like to collaborate with other textile designers and develop 
her own brand.

DELIRIUM

@gentle_designs1 

https://www.instagram.com/gentle_designs1
https://keira-gentle95.wixsite.com/portfolio


ELOISE HEBITON



The body of work explores the characteristics of Russian Matryoshka nesting dolls, 
often referred to as Babushka Dolls. The set of eight wooden dolls are stacked inside 
each other, each decreasing in size. First made for a children’s education workshop 
in 1891, the traditional Babushka Doll is a set of women representing a generational 
chain of mothers, with the smallest doll known as ‘the baby’.

Eloise has examined the work of English designer Richard Quinn as well as Dutch 
designers Viktor and Rolf, looking specifically at their 1999 Autumn Winter collection, 
RUSSIAN DOLL. She has also drawn inspiration from her own maternal grandmother, 
exploring the evolution of her unique style, which focuses on self-expression and an 
appreciation for unexpected combinations of fabrics and garments. Through her work, 
Eloise conveys the significance of familiar places and objects, as well as atypical 
aspects of popular culture; the eccentric, the overlooked and the exaggerated.

Eloise’s design process starts with extensive research as well as draping onto the 
mannequin. This experimental concept development led to the idea of creating a series 
of interconnecting stackable garments that that fit together like a set of nesting dolls. 
Sleeves, hoods and hats can be unzipped and swapped between bodies to create 
changeable and versatile silhouettes.

Diverse and contrasting surfaces are featured in this collection; luxurious silks, heavy 
woollen plaids, floral upholstery fabrics, a wet look jersey and a malleable metal yarn 
fabric are cleverly combined to create sophisticated textile combinations. Eloise has 
also included ruching, pleating and a custom hot pink leopard print on silk dupion.

In the future Eloise would like to move to New York or London and work in the  
fashion industry.

BABUSH

@eloisejhebiton

https://www.instagram.com/eloisejhebiton
https://hebitoneloise.wixsite.com/portfolio/graduatecollection


MATTHEW ITALIANO



This collection by Matthew Italiano explores the hidden symbolism found in Flemish still 
life painting originating in Antwerp in the 1640’s. The paintings celebrate the domestic 
opulence of the Dutch Golden Age with the depiction of various flowers, fruits and 
luxurious interior spaces. Matthew is particularly interested in the religious subtext of 
the paintings that show imagery cautioning against the consequences of indulging in 
worldly desires.

Matthew communicates the extravagance of the era through his garments by using 
voluminous shapes featuring gathering and pleating. He has also developed a custom 
digital print that suggests the lavish style of paintings by Belgian master Frans Snyders.

Matthew contrasts the intensely decorative elements of the Dutch Golden age with 
the highly practical nature of World War 1 Dutch military uniforms and Canadian 
survival wear. He uses structured tailoring techniques to reference uniforms and high 
performance garments.

Matthew begins his design process with sketching and collage techniques, he then 
commences the process of creative pattern making by draping fabric directly onto the 
mannequin, transferring his two dimensional ideas into three dimensional forms.

For this collection, Matthew has sourced mostly cotton fabric including a high quality 
waterproof cotton from the UK company Ventile®. They are known for their sustainable, 
all weather and high performance fabrics that were originally created to protect pilots 
from the cold Atlantic Sea during World War 2.

In the future, Matthew would like to intern overseas in the fashion industry to develop 
his skills and gain more experience before he starts his own fashion brand.

GARLAND

@matthew_italiano

https://www.instagram.com/matthew_italiano
https://matthewitaliano1.wixsite.com/portfolio/collection


JADY LY



This collection by Jady Ly merges athletic sportswear with eighties rave culture. Jady 
reconstructs functional and flexible classic tennis apparel and infuses it with the 
visceral energy of club culture. She creates garments that communicate an immersive 
experience; pulsating sound, lights, rhythm and movement. Jady has examined the work 
of German light artist Christopher Bauder who makes the intangible and atmospheric 
into a physical and experiential environment. Tresor, a major record label based in 
Berlin is also a significant inspiration for Jady. With this body of work she unites her love 
of old school techno, trance, house and happy hardcore with progressive sportswear, 
to create electric and original garments.

Jady has looked at the tennis brand Babolat as well as the work of Marine Serre, a 
former intern at Maison Margiela and Dior and recipient of the 2017 LVMH Prize. Like 
Jady, Serre also integrates luxury design into athleisure garments.

Jady begins her design process by creating a storyboard of images that provide direction 
for garment silhouette ideas, fabric surfaces and colours. She then likes to source 
unconventional fabrics from thrift stores such as repurposed silks and waterproof fabrics 
to to help generate concepts for three dimensional draping. She also experiments with 
pull cords and ropes to create off the body shapes and contrasts these with spandex 
performance fabrics that become skin tight suits. Jady has used a variety of textile 
techniques in this collection, including digital and screen print reminiscent of a tennis 
net, and silver foiling that is applied by hand.

In the future, Jady would like to combine her passion for music and events with fashion 
and complete further studies in business.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

@jd_____ly

https://www.instagram.com/jd_____ly
https://jadyly7.wixsite.com/portfolio/graduate-collection


JACKIE MIN



This collection by Jackie Min is inspired by the strength and courage of Aung San Suu 
Kyi, the pro-democracy leader of Burma. Winner of the 1991 Nobel Peace Prize, she is 
known as a champion of human rights, a principled activist who gave up her freedom 
to challenge the military that ruled Myanmar for decades.

Jackie sees Aung San Suu Kyri as an exceptional female role model with an unwavering 
commitment to peace, often in the face of merciless and uncompromising opponents. 
Jackie has chosen to convey her esteem for Aung San Suu Kyi by designing a set of 
garments that communicate her power and compassion.

Jackie has referenced Burmese traditional dress in her collection, including the famous 
longyi, a piece of cloth approximately 2 metres long by 80 centimetres wide. It is sewn 
into a cylindrical shape and worn around the waist with a neat fold that holds it in 
place. Aung San Suu Kyi is known for wearing the traditional front fastening, square 
neck blouse, along with colourful longyi. She has popularised the wearing of traditional 
dress by Burmese women of all ages.

Jackie’s design process begins with research and sketching, she then works between 
three dimensional draping on the mannequin and the more conventional process of 
two dimensional pattern cutting. Jackie works with tailored elements in this collection, 
using precision construction methods.

Jackie’s uses silk, cotton and wool, and her work features screen and digital printing 
as well as hand embroidery.

In the future, Jackie would like to work in the local fashion industry in the areas of 
construction and pattern making.

THE LADY

@jackieminsews

https://www.instagram.com/jackieminsews/
https://jackiemin99.wixsite.com/portfolio/copy-of-textiles


GIULIA MUSCIO



This collection by Giulia Muscio explores Italy’s relationship with fashion and the 
evolution of a style that is distinctly Italian. She examines the cultural significance 
of ‘looking good’ by exploring some well-known Italian fashion taboos; these include 
wearing very oversized or undersized clothing and wearing your ‘home clothes’ beyond 
the front gate. Giulia transforms each of these taboos into understated and elegant 
garments.

Different characteristics of Italian culture have inspired many of the ideas in Giulia’s 
work. She has explored aspects of the Italo-Australian migrant experience, with a focus 
on the fashion and décor of the 1960s and 70s. Photographs taken by her parents in 
Rome in the 1980s show a relaxed, casual glamour.

Giulia’s collection is infused with the same feeling of comfortable elegance. She has 
also looked at the work of renowned Italian fashion designer, Giorgio Armani, famous 
for his revolutionary soft tailored suits of the 1980s.

Giulia begins her design journey with research and storyboarding and then combines 
the processes of three dimensional draping with two dimensional pattern cutting to 
achieve her classic silhouettes. The immaculate construction techniques seen in this 
collection illustrates Giulia’s advanced understanding of tailoring.

Giulia has used natural fabrics where possible, such as cotton voile, wool suiting and 
cotton organdie. She has created a floral digital print for a cotton blend fabric by pressing 
and scanning living flowers from her garden. Giulia has also developed multi layered 
screen prints that depict Italian citrus fruits, referencing the lemon prints on traditional 
Southern Italian table cloths.

In the future, Giulia would like to further develop her skills in the artisan craft of tailoring 
as well as work on her own projects that explore the importance of sustainability within 
design and construction.

ABITI

@giuliamuscio

https://www.instagram.com/giuliamuscio/
https://giuliamuscio9.wixsite.com/abiti


PAUL RAMSAY



This collection by Paul Ramsay explores the idea of designing garments for individuals 
with occupations that don’t fit into the mainstream definition of work; he creates clothing 
for drug lords, assassins, arms dealers and gangsters. Paul designs carefully considered 
garments, integrating the unique characteristics and features that are necessary for 
each undefined occupation. There is a traditional trench coat with concealed internal 
pockets for the drug dealer and a shirt that references a duffle bag for the bank robber- 
the perfect place to hide stolen goods.

Paul looks to stories from popular culture and reality to develop the characters he 
would like to dress. He started the research process for this body of work by watching 
films featuring gangsters, assassins and drug dealers such as THE GENTLEMEN 
(2019) and SCARFACE (1983). He also studied real life underworld figures, including 
Mafia boss Al Capone, Russian arms dealer Viktor Bout, Pablo Escobar, known as ‘the 
king of cocaine’ and Mexican drug lord El Chapo.

Using thoughtful construction techniques and pattern development, Paul begins by 
designing elements of garments that directly correlate to the habits and behaviours of 
his characters; more pockets, false openings and concealed panels. He then expands 
these small details into large scale samples, draping them onto the mannequin and 
producing full scale toiles.

Paul has focused on sourcing mostly natural fabrics for this collection, he uses 
traditional wool suiting as a type of camouflage, which conceals unexpected details 
and allows the wearer to hide their true occupation. Paul has also developed custom 
textile designs such as screen printing, applique and intricate laser cut patterns.

In the future Paul would like to travel to Europe and develop further skills in the craft  
of tailoring.

THE UNDEFINED

@_paul_ramsay

https://www.instagram.com/_paul_ramsay
https://j389366.wixsite.com/paulramsayportfolio/undefined


DIMITRIJE SIMIC



This collection by Dimitrije Simic fuses characteristics of the punk subculture with 
aspects of his Serbian background in a process of amalgamation.

Dimitrije’s research began with investigating an offshoot of punk culture that was found 
in the former Yugoslavia in the 70s, 80s, and 90s; a thriving underground music scene 
that voiced social and political opposition to the Communist regime in Yugoslavia. 
Dimitrije was particularly inspired by the work of Slovenian photo journalist Jože 
Suhadolnik, who began documenting the punk scene in Communist Yugoslavia from 
an early age.

Dimitrije also explores the 400 year old craft of traditional Serbian tapestry weaving. 
The tapestries, known as Pirot Kilim, originated in Pirot, a small village in south eastern 
Serbia. Dimitrije uses the Kilim geometric motif throughout his collection in the form of 
bespoke accessories, prints, appliqué and weaving.

Dimitrije begins his design process with detailed written research, exploring historical 
events and ideas as well as visual imagery. He then collates this information and 
starts sketching garment ideas that lead to draping on the mannequin and extensive 
creative pattern cutting. Dimitrije has cleverly integrated the DIY punk aesthetic into 
this collection by deconstructing and repurposing existing garments. He creates new 
tailored jackets that perfectly balance the rawness of the punk aesthetic with the refined 
elements of traditional tailoring.

Dimitrije uses diverse materials in his work such as herringbone and pin stripe wool 
suiting, power mesh, shirting and custom machine knitted ribbing. He has also developed 
custom fabrics with screen and digital print, foiling, hand stitching and embroidery.

In the future Dimitrije would like to work for an established brand locally or overseas, 
before he continues with the development his own brand.

ALMAGAMATION

@simic_design_

https://www.instagram.com/simic_design_
https://dimitrijesmc.wixsite.com/portfolio/graduate-collection


LIBBY SKENDER



Ballet is a beautiful but demanding sport, which requires many hours of dedicated 
training to transform the human body into a living, moving art form. This collection 
by Libby Skender explores the relationship between beauty and pain and how this is 
represented within the discipline of professional dance.

Libby is also inspired by the grunge aesthetic which became popular in the early 90s, 
embodying an androgynous approach to design and focusing on the layering of thrift 
shop garments, combining different weights and types of fabrics. Libby communicates 
this approach by working with layered silhouettes that combine lightweight silk, heavy 
woollen suiting and stretch jersey. Libby’s collection also showcases a pair of machine 
knitted legwarmers that feature impressive knitted lace work.

Libby begins her design process with research, looking to history, music and film as 
starting points. She then sketches some initial garment ideas before shifting to the 
mannequin to start the draping process. Libby allows the garments to evolve freely and 
as she works with the creative process of three dimensional pattern making.

Libby uses a variety of fabrics in this collection including silk to reference ballet costumes 
and stretch spandex to reference leotards and tights. Each fabric is transformed with 
custom textile processes such as natural dyeing with berries, tea and coffee, as well as 
steaming roses and smashing flowers onto cotton to produce bruise-like floral prints. 
She has also worked with vintage metal to create rust dyed fabric, integrating both 
digital and screen prints and hand embroidery as a decorative element.

In the future, Libby would like to move overseas and further her experience in the 
fashion industry before starting her own label.

TORTURED BEAUTY

@libby_skender_designs

https://www.instagram.com/libby_skender_designs
https://libbymariahskender.wixsite.com/portfolio/collection


JAIDEN TEGJEU



The idea for this collection by Jaiden Tegjeu began as a daydream. He is standing 
on a hill in the middle of spring, looking out towards a large cliff. He can see people 
scattered all over the cliff face, they look like small dots because they are so far away 
and high up. They are climbing the cliff, with their clothes swaying in the wind. They are 
mysterious and eerie forms dotted all over the cliff. Their goal is unknown to him, but he 
wonders if they are part of a special mission. They are wearing all black clothing, with 
large voluminous silhouettes impractical for rock climbing. Ordinarily the fabric would 
get in the way and restrict their climbing, however it does not appear to limit their ability 
to scale the rock face.

Jaiden started the design process for this collection by photographing people draped 
in voluminous garments as they climbed an indoor rock wall. This exercise led to the 
documentation of garment ideas through sketching and three dimensional draping 
on the mannequin He also incorporated elements of U.S. Marine Corp uniforms from 
the 1980s, developing silhouettes that balance traditional tailoring and contemporary 
pattern cutting.

Jaiden uses natural fabrics for this collection including wool, cotton and linen. He 
has developed sophisticated textile processes for his garments such as wool felting, 
pleating, embroidery and applique. Jaiden’s collection also features a custom screen 
print developed by spreading climbing chalk over fabric to create the imprints of  
chalked hands.

In the future Jaiden would like to work with a Japanese tailor. He would also like to gain 
experience with a fashion brand in London before starting his own label.

ON A HILL LAST SPRING

@jaiden.tegjeu

https://www.instagram.com/jaiden.tegjeu
https://jaidenehrentegjeu.wixsite.com/home/portfolio


JARVIS TUTTLEBEE



This collection by Jarvis Tuttlebee is a nostalgic response to retro technology. He 
explores iconic technology from the 70s, 80s and 90s, specifically at the Walkman from 
the early 1980s, the iconic Polaroid camera from the 1970s, the PlayStation 1 and the 
Commodore 64, one of the original home computers.

The design process for this collection began with a thorough investigation of each piece 
of technology, including its visual form, fabrication, materials, textures and colours. 
Jarvis also explores the concept of nostalgia, a universal emotional experience that 
can be triggered by the smell, taste and look of particular objects that remind us of the 
past. He conveys this with the use of colour and shape, and strong visual references 
that connect us to the memory of nostalgic technology.

Jarvis started the ideation process for this collection by sketching garment ideas directly 
related to each piece of nostalgic technology, such as curved and moulded forms and 
openings that flip open and snap closed. He then transfers these two dimensional ideas 
into three dimensional shapes on the mannequin through the process of draping. The 
abstract garment forms are developed further with the addition of traditional elements 
such as pockets, collars, shirt yokes and button stands.

The fabrications for this collection directly reference the surface textures of retro 
technology. Jarvis uses PVC and screen printed coated cotton to reference the smooth 
plastic of the PlayStation, as well as retro plaid suiting to allude to well-known nostalgic 
fabrics from the 70s and 80s.

In the future, Jarvis would like to continue his studies at RMIT University in Melbourne 
as well as find an internship in the fashion industry.

PRESS PLAY

@jarvis_tuttlebee

https://www.instagram.com/jarvis_tuttlebee
https://jarvisgoodchild.wixsite.com/portfolio/retro-tech



